The IRF5–TNPO3 association with systemic lupus erythematosus has two components that other autoimmune disorders variably share
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Exploiting genotyping, DNA sequencing, imputation and trans-ancestral mapping, we used Bayesian and frequentist approaches to model the $\text{IRF5}–\text{TNPO3}$ locus association, now implicated in two immunotherapies and seven autoimmune diseases. Specifically, in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), we resolved separate associations in the $\text{IRF5}$ promoter (all ancestries) and with an extended European haplotype. We captured 3230 $\text{IRF5}–\text{TNPO3}$ high-quality, common variants across 5 ethnicities in 8395 SLE cases and 7367 controls. The genetic effect from the $\text{IRF5}$ promoter can be explained by any one of four variants in 5.7 kb ($P$-value$_{\text{meta}} = 6 \times 10^{-49}$; OR = 1.38–1.97). The second genetic effect spanned an 85.5-kb, 24-variant haplotype that included the genes $\text{IRF5}$ and $\text{TNPO3}$ ($P$-values$_{\text{EU}} = 10^{-27}–10^{-32}$, OR = 1.7–1.81). Many variants at the $\text{IRF5}$ locus with previously assigned biological function are not members of either final credible set of potential causal variants identified herein. In addition to the known biologically functional variants, we demonstrated that the risk allele of rs4728142, a variant in the promoter among the lowest frequentist probability and highest Bayesian posterior probability, was correlated with $\text{IRF5}$ expression and differentially binds the transcription factor ZBTB3. Our analytical strategy provides a novel framework for future studies aimed at dissecting etiological genetic effects. Finally, both SLE elements of the statistical model appear to operate in Sjögren’s syndrome and systemic sclerosis whereas only the $\text{IRF5}–\text{TNPO3}$ gene-spanning haplotype is associated with primary biliary cirrhosis, demonstrating the nuance of similarity and difference in autoimmune disease risk mechanisms at $\text{IRF5}–\text{TNPO3}$.
INTRODUCTION

Interferon regulatory factor 5 (Irf5) mediates interferon activation and apoptosis with complex transcriptional regulation and is critical in a number of inflammatory signaling pathways. Variants in or near IRF5 are associated with lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, ulcerative colitis, systemic sclerosis, Sjögren’s syndrome, primary biliary cirrhosis, and to T-cell therapy in metastatic melanoma (Fig. 1) (1–11). IRF5 association with lupus is convincing and is found in every major ancestral group tested (1–8,11–29) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). However, at this time, multiple sets of proposed functional variants have been nominated to explain the biological mechanisms that drive this association.

Biologically, Irf5 is activated by pattern recognition receptors such as Toll-like receptor 7 and 9 (TLR7 and TLR9) and is a critical regulator of the immune response to infection (30). Multiple studies have identified significantly attenuated disease in IRF5-deficient mice relative to wild-type mice in mouse models of lupus (31–33). Many of the original candidate studies of the genetic association of variants around IRF5 fail to identify the neighboring gene that also contains lupus-associated variants: transportin-3 gene (TNPO3). Tnpo3 is a nuclear importer, which is required for the infection of several lentiviruses including HIV (34).

The genetic analyses in lupus that have been reported from the IRF5–TNPO3 locus have focused mainly on subjects of European origin and incomplete identification of the genomic region containing the associated causal genetic variants (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). Previous regression analyses have identified multiple genetic effects, but to date, there is no genetic model explaining the genetic association of variants in IRF5 and TNPO3 across the major human ancestries. We obtained comprehensive genetic variant coverage in a large trans-ancestral cohort of cases and controls to identify a unifying model to help explain the genetic risk of two genetic effects in lupus. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this model at IRF5–TNPO3 is also, at least in part, consistent with data showing an association at this locus in three other autoimmune diseases.

Our strategy included two different analytical approaches. The frequentist approach computes a probability against the null hypothesis that there is no enrichment of an allele or haplotype in the cases relative to the controls. The Bayesian method calculates a Bayes factor (BF) that provides the increased likelihood that an allele is actually enriched in the cases compared with the control population (reviewed in 35). Under specific assumptions, the posterior probability that a polymorphic variant is driving the association signal can be calculated from the BF (35). For both of the component genetic effects at IRF5–TNPO3, we used this method to identify the likelihood that variants were causal.

Previous reports have identified biologically functional variants across the IRF5–TNPO3 locus that affect transcription factor binding, RNA stability and the DNA-binding domain of IRF5 (3,5,7,8,22,26,36–39). For the IRF5–TNPO3 locus, we performed careful statistical modeling to clarify the biological mechanisms driving a statistical association of genetic variants with disease risk in the context of an overabundance of potential candidates. We demonstrate that the minor allele of rs4728142, a variant tagging the IRF5 promoter effect and not previously included in lupus-risk models (16), leads to increased binding of the transcription factor ZBTB3 and increased expression of the IRF5 transcript. Very little is known about ZBTB3, a zinc finger transcription factor. We conclude that there are many biologically functional variants at the IRF5–TNPO3 locus, and not all of these are equally likely to be responsible for the genetic associations identified through the statistical models generated herein. We present ZBTB3 as a candidate causal

Figure 1. Reported IRF5–TNPO3 associations. Disorders and immunotherapies purported to be associated with IRF5 and TNPO3. The most closely associated variant reported is identified. Disequilibrium as assessed by r² in European-Americans controls is presented. The positions presented are not on a nucleotide scale.
transcription factor responsible for disease risk, realizing that this is only a candidate at this point and that there may be other causal elements, either in addition to or instead of ZBTB3, left yet to be identified.

RESULTS

Experimental design

We genotyped 112 genetic variants spanning the IRF5–TNPO3 locus and in subsets of our sample collected genotyping from the IRF5 promoter copy number variant, CGGGG(3-4), and performed sequencing across the associated region. The data are evaluated across five ethnicities in 8395 systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) cases and 7367 controls. We imputed against 1000 genomes, adding 2815 high-quality variants with minor allele frequency (MAF) of >0.01. DNA sequencing from the IRF5–TNPO3 region in European (EU) and African American (AA) ancestry imputation identified an additional 303 variants with MAF of >0.01 that were then incorporated. These 3230 variants, all with MAF of > 0.01 (Supplementary Material, Table S1), constitute the most complete assessment of relevant variation for SLE at the IRF5–TNPO3 locus reported to-date and form the basis for model construction of this association under the assumption that common variants (MAF > 0.01) are responsible for the association observed.

We separated the subjects by ancestry, tested each single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) for association with SLE and performed a corresponding step-wise logistic regression analysis, first in each ethnicity (Fig. 2) and then in a meta-analysis to identify independent genetic loci (Figs 3 and 4). In a meta-analysis of four ancestral data sets, adjusting for rs4728142 (IRF5 promoter region) and any variant in high linkage disequilibrium (LD) ($r^2 > 0.9$) with rs12534421 (located in a haplotype of SNPs spanning the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes) was sufficient to remove nearly all residual association (Fig. 3). Adjusting for either variant separately resulted in residual association at the other variant, either at the IRF5 promoter (upon adjustment on rs12534421) or at the IRF5–TNPO3 gene-spanning region (upon adjustment on rs4728142). Based upon the results of the regression analysis, we concluded that these genetic effects made independent contributions to disease risk. Our conclusion was further supported by the LD between rs12534421 and rs4728142 being low in all ancestries (e.g. European LD: $r^2 = 0.087$, $D' = 0.714$). We found no statistical interaction among the associations marked by rs4728142 and rs12534421.

A meta-analysis of the 5 ancestral cohorts containing 8395 cases and 7367 controls clearly identified a group of SNPs in the IRF5 promoter including rs4728142 ($P\text{-value}_{\text{meta}} = 1.8 \times 10^{-51}$; OR range (the range of the OR from the 4 analyses in individual ethnicities) = 1.38–1.97). We chose rs4728142 to represent this group because it was genotyped and in nearly perfect LD with the most highly associated variant rs3757397 ($P\text{-value}_{\text{meta}} = 1.3 \times 10^{-54}$). The group of variants in the

![Figure 2. IRF5- and TNPO3-imputed genetic variants demonstrate different patterns of lupus association in four distinct ethnicities. The association of genotyped and imputed variants in cohorts of SLE in European Americans (EU) (3936 cases and 3491 controls), AAs (AA) (1527 cases and 1811 controls), Asians and AS (1265 cases and 1260 controls) and HAs (HA) (1225 cases and 614 controls) was assessed in a logistic regression with an adjustment for admixture. While the association of SNPs in the promoter of IRF5 is present in all of the cohorts, the association of SNPs spanning the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes is only seen in the cohorts with European admixture.](https://example.com/figure2.png)
IRF5–TNPO3 gene-spanning haplotype, which can be tagged by rs12534421, were also highly significant in the meta-analysis ($P$-value$_{meta} = 3.9 \times 10^{-44}$, OR range = 1.66–2.44) (Fig. 3). Again, we chose rs12534421 to tag this variant group because it was genotyped and always present on the risk haplotype of imputed variants with stronger association.

The IRF5 promoter association tagged by rs4728142 is present in each population sample evaluated, whereas the
association of variants in the IRF5–TNPO3 gene-spanning region, tagged by rs12534421, is polymorphic only in the EU samples or those with admixed European ancestry [AA, Native American (NA) and Hispanic American (HA)] (Fig. 2). In the EU cohort (3936 cases, 3491 controls), we identified both association effects (rs12534421: P-value\textsubscript{EU} = 1.1 × 10^{-32}, OR\textsubscript{EU} = 1.701; rs4728142: P-value\textsubscript{EU} = 9.34 × 10^{-26}, OR\textsubscript{EU} = 1.381) (Fig. 2D).

The haplotype of 24 variants defining the European IRF5–TNPO3 gene-spanning association was not found in Africans in the HapMap3 or 1000 Genomes controls or in a group of African lupus patients from South Africa (40). The observed frequency of 2.3% in AA controls is close to the 1.6% predicted by admixture alone (Supplementary Material, Table S2). Local admixture analysis showed increased European admixture in the IRF5–TNPO3 region in the admixed AA cases relative to controls. This means that while the AA lupus cases and controls have similar global European admixture, the AA lupus cases have increased local European admixture at the IRF5–TNPO3 locus, supporting the conclusion that the genetic variation of the associated variants in the region spanning the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes is a risk factor for lupus (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2).

Perhaps, some of the diseases and immunotherapies associated with IRF5 use the same mechanism of phenotypic risk that is developed herein for SLE. An analysis of European ancestry in Sjögren’s syndrome and systemic sclerosis using a different set of initially genotyped markers reproduces both components of the model we present herein for the European ancestry in SLE. For the IRF5–TNPO3 association with primary biliary cirrhosis, the IRF5 promoter association identified in SLE is absent, whereas the IRF5–TNPO3 haplotype association is present. The full step-wise logistic regression analysis for Sjögren’s syndrome, systemic sclerosis and primary biliary cirrhosis is presented in Supplementary Material, Figures S3, S4 and S5, respectively.
transcription factor binding at CGGGG(3–4), the differential splicing at rs2004640, the Exon 9 indel at rs10954213, which changes the rate of IRF5 mRNA degradation, and the Exon 6 indel that changes the IRF5 DNA-binding domain. Each of these has a clear biological basis to be a strong functional candidate for causing increased disease risk (16). Our data support the lupus association for all of these variants except for the Exon 6 indel. However, after adjusting for the three variants with association (CGGGG(3–4), rs2004640 and rs10954213), significant residual association remains both at rs4728142 (P < 10^{-5}) in the meta-analysis and at both rs12534421 and the 24-member IRF5–TNPO3 haplotype (residual P < 10^{-15} for single marker and haplotype). The residual association after adjustment for these variants is also apparent in individual population analyses (Supplementary Material, Table S3).

By assessing the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), we formally compared the previously reported three-SNP risk-haplotype model (16) (rs2004640, the Exon 6 indel and rs10954213) without two-SNP model (rs4728142 and rs12534421) in all four ancestries. We found that the AIC for our two-SNP model presented herein was substantially smaller than the three-SNP risk haplotype model (16) (i.e. had significantly more empirical support in all three ancestries): EU: Δ_{AIC} = 45.2, HA: Δ_{AIC} = 8.9, AA: Δ_{AIC} = 3.7, AS: Δ_{AIC} = 10.4 (Supplementary Material, Table S4). Furthermore, using an analysis of haplotypic and genotypic probabilities in Europeans, we adjusted for the risk haplotype of the three-SNP model and found significant residual association with the risk variant of rs12534421 and separately with the risk variant of rs4728142. As previously discussed, the risk haplotype of the three-SNP haplotype model and that of rs12534421 are not polymorphic (MAF < 0.01) in the AS cohort. Owing to the high degree of co-linearity between rs12534421 and the risk haplotype of the previously suggested (16) three-SNP haplotype model, the analysis did not succeed in completely distinguishing the two-variant model presented herein from the three-component haplotype presented previously (16) in the AA or HA samples in our possession. On the other hand, in the EU cohort, we had a sufficient sample size to support the inference that the two-SNP model alone (rs4728142 and rs12534421) explains residual variation beyond what is explained by the three-SNP haplotype. Furthermore, the three-SNP haplotype does not account for the variation explained by rs4728142 in any of the four ancestral cohorts (Supplementary Material, Table S4). Our conclusion is that the three-SNP haplotype model and rs12534421 associations are reflecting the action of the same underlying causal variant(s) underlying the association of the IRF5–TPNO3 haplotype, whereas the three-SNP haplotype model (16) is a much less robust reflection of the association in the promoter tagged by rs4728142.

Using a Bayesian approach, we identified variants at both genetic effects with large posterior probabilities that represent those most likely to be causal among the SNPs typed (Fig. 5) (35) constitute the credible set that could reasonably be considered as plausible candidate causal variants for the IRF5–TNPO3 haplotype association (Fig. 5). Importantly, the Bayesian analysis fails to include the four previously identified functional variants (16), as they were not in the credible set of variants accounting for 95% of the posterior probability in the region for either genetic effect (35).

We systematically assessed every possible pair of variants in the imputed data set of all 3230 variants to identify all two-variant combinations that could account for all of the lupus-associated variability of P < 0.01 in the EU, AA and HA cohorts. We confirm that the only possible models include variants that are
included in the credible set of 4 variants in the promoter of IRF5 and 24 variants spanning the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes (Fig. 5).

If we have succeeded in considering all relevant variants with MAF of >1% for the IRF5 relationship to SLE risk and if our analysis of this sample reflects the behavior in the population of lupus cases and appropriate controls, then, under these assumptions, two (the two associations detected are independent with no evidence of interaction) or more of the variants identified are likely to contribute to the risk of lupus and would therefore contribute to the cause of disease.

Our genetic analysis demonstrated that rs4728142 is one of four variants that explain 95% of the posterior probability in the IRF5 promoter and is a critical part of our genetic model. We, therefore, examined the biological function of this tagging variant. The location of this variant in the promoter of IRF5 led us to suspect that disease risk at this genetic effect may be mediated by IRF5 expression. We used publically available SNP-mRNA expression data to identify a strong eQTL of rs4728142 with IRF5 using six independent probes across two microarray platforms and three independent groups of subjects (10^{-4} > P > 10^{-16}) (Supplementary Material, Table S5). The eQTL of other lupus-associated variants in the IRF5 promoter has been previously published (16,21,22,37,47,50). Owing to the linkage-disequilibrium in the region, it is not possible to identify a single variant that is causal in driving the differential expression from this analysis. Indeed, each of the variants in the credible set for the IRF5 promoter demonstrates a strong eQTL with IRF5 expression [(16,21,22,37,47,50) and Supplementary Material, Table S5].

To predict which specific transcription factors might have binding sites affected by this genetic variant, we compiled a library of transcription factor motifs utilizing data from the Transfac (51), JASPAR (52) and UniProbe databases (53), as well as HT-SELEX-derived motifs from a recent study (54) and motifs obtained from ENCODE ChIP-seq data (55). The four variants in the credible set for the IRF5 promoter were evaluated with these tools. The most promising candidate was ZBTB3, which was strongly predicted to bind the risk allele of rs4728142. We tested the hypothesis that ZBTB3 differentially bound an oligo of the sequence including the risk or non-risk allele of rs4728142 using electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) (Fig. 6A) and confirmed the previously reported differential binding of the risk allele of rs4728142 to nuclear lysate from B-cell lines (7). Using antibodies against ZBTB3, we demonstrated that anti-ZBTB3 was able to inhibit the binding of nuclear lysate to the labeled oligo containing the risk variant of rs4728142 (Fig. 6B), providing evidence for a specific interaction at a plausible candidate causal variant. Taken together, these results suggest that the presence of the rs4728142 risk allele results in increased binding of ZBTB3 in B cells, proving a plausible potential mechanism in which the genotypically elevated expression of IRF5 in lupus patients increases lupus risk.

**DISCUSSION**

The genotyping data from the substantial sample of SLE cases and controls allow resolution of the IRF5 association with SLE into two separate and independent associations: one in the promoter of IRF5 that is found in all human ancestries and one in a group of variants spanning the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes constituting a haplotype that is present only in the European ancestry. Our approach to this problem at IRF5 has been greatly aided by the differences in the posterior probability of variants in the context of multiple ancestries and aided by the inclusion of variants that we obtained after sequencing and imputation.
A recent study (56) identifies rs12531711 as a variant that originated in Neanderthals. The strong disequilibrium between rs12531711 and rs12534421 (European \( \rho^2 = 0.78 \)) [while not present between rs12531711 and rs4728142 (European \( \rho^2 = 0.053 \))] is consistent with the possibility that the IRF5–TNPO3 spanning haplotype has a Neanderthal origin. The gene flow from Neanderthals into Europeans, but not into Africans, would explain its presence and, given this event in recent evolutionary time, probably the size of the haplotype.

At least two variants, a minimum of one for each component of the risk model we derive, and possibly more than two variants from the two sets of plausible causal candidate variants, are responsible for disease risk at IRF5 in SLE. This raises challenges for explaining why the previously identified functional variants that clearly alter, or are predicted to alter, IRF5 gene product activity (3,5,7,8,22,26,36–39,50) do not also alter disease risk. These formerly identified variants, responsible for changing gene expression or function, are not included among the plausible candidate causal variants in the model we have constructed.

At the moment, our perception of the relevance to disease risk of the binding of ZBTB3 to the risk variant at rs4728142 is completely dependent upon how robust our model of genetic association proves to be. In any case, the most that can be advocated is that the binding of ZBTB3 is a candidate mechanism to explain the association of SLE with the promoter of IRF5. There are an unknown large number of possible genetic models, given the data in our possession that could be constructed to explain lupus risk at this locus. We present a model that is preferred over those previously described (3,5,7,8,22,26,36–39,50). It remains possible that other models could be constructed that cannot be statistically distinguished from the one presented herein.

If the model we present is correct, then its failure to include the previously identified functional variants (3,5,7,8,22,26,36–39,50) suggests four possibilities: the level of IRF5 gene product activity in the cell cannot be a simple function of the level of gene expression; the nature of the mechanism generating disease risk in the IRF5 promoter region is far more nuanced and complex than is accommodated by current concepts; our idea that IRF5 gene expression is involved in disease risk is wrong at its base or there is some other now unknown function that is important to disease risk, perhaps, even at a gene other than IRF5 in cis with this element. After all, association experiments with DNA variants are both powerful and weak because they are agnostic with regard to mechanistic hypotheses; they are associations with a piece of DNA that have no a priori structural or functional requirements. Consequently, and until specific experiments require the conclusion that a particular function is explanatory and causal, the relationship of a particular identified function with disease causality is little more than an unsupported assumption. We argue that attempts to identify the biological functionality of genetic associations often lead to the premature attribution of causality.

The 3-SNP haplotype of functional variants identified by Graham et al. (16) identifies the IRF5–TNPO3 haplotype from our analysis. Graham et al. did not have a complete representation of variants from this association. Consequently, given the data available at that time and the evidence that expression is related to disease risk, their formulation is logical and reasonable. Now that we have a complete data sets of variants and data from four ethnicities, we learn that the formulation that Graham et al. provide reflects the association of the IRF5–TNPO3 (tagged by rs12534421) but not with the IRF5 promoter (tagged by rs4728142). Thus, our work improves on their discovery and separates the second effect that we find at the IRF5 promoter. The variants identified by Graham et al., either individually (Supplementary Material, Table S3) or collectively as a haplotype (Supplementary Material, Table S4), only partially explain the variation at the IRF5 locus whereas the model that uses the two critical sets identified herein, tagged by rs4728142 and rs12534421, completely explains all of the variation at the IRF5 locus, including the variation left unexplained by the 3-SNP model presented by Graham et al. Consequently, we cannot and do not eliminate the possibility that these variants contribute.

Indeed, recent studies and the mechanistic studies herein demonstrating the functionality of rs4728142 suggest that all of the biologically functional variants in this locus have not yet been identified, not to mention how they might relate to disease risk. In general, we now have a growing overabundance of functionally relevant variants at a locus known to create a gene product (IRF5) that mediates pathways that are central for disease etiology, which we suspect will make the convincing identification of disease mechanism more difficult. This is not a problem isolated to the promoter of IRF5, but is and will remain the major impediment to progress for the vast majority of the now known >10 500 associations found by genome-wide association studies and is a sobering assessment of the magnitude of the work remaining, not to mention the incisive experimental creativity that will be required to establish plausible causality.

Physical mapping of genetic associations is limited by the sample evaluated and its population history. In the case of the IRF5 promoter, the capacity of the model-building exercise to limit the set of plausible causal variants to four members is an enormous benefit to experimental efficiency. As we had started with 3230 possible variants, the reduction of those under consideration by almost a 1000-fold is an important contribution to subsequent conceptual construction. Evaluating the IRF5–TNPO3 haplotype set with its 24 members stretched over 85 kb is not so straightforward. A different experimental orientation for identifying candidate causal mechanisms is required for such extended haplotypes than it is for much smaller elements, such as we find in the promoter of IRF5.

Our results underscore the perplexing and, as yet, unanswered question of why so many biologically functional variants are present at the IRF5–TNPO3 locus that do not appear to contribute to the statistical models for lupus disease risk. Perhaps, these variants contribute to risk for other properties of the SLE cases, such as phenotypic variation or disease outcome, or to one of the other associated disorders not yet evaluated using this approach (Fig. 1). Imputed variants were used in this analysis, and to address this limitation, we performed a two-step imputation to a 1000-genome and lupus-specific reference panel and did not use imputed variants in our genetic modeling. We used a trans-ancestral cohort instead of a classical discovery-replication cohort design, and future studies will assess the genetic model presented herein in a cohort of independent subjects.

Characteristics of the variation we model in disease risk for SLE are consistent, at least in part, with the data available from Sjögren’s syndrome, systemic sclerosis and primary biliary cirrhosis,
raising the possibility that particular IRF5–TNPO3 variants operate to alter disease risk in similar ways across these different disease phenotypes.

We have presented an approach to identify the possible causal variants at a locus associated with disease etiology. All of the variants at each independent association were assessed for their potential to drive the association in order to be confident that no plausible candidate is unintentionally removed from consideration because the data are missing. We calculated the posterior probability from the BF for each variant. This analysis identified the variants most likely to cause the genetic association based upon the relative posterior probabilities. Once the variants with the highest likelihood of driving the genetic associations were identified, they were assessed individually and in combination for function using both bioinformatic and experimental approaches.

In conclusion, we performed a large trans-ancestral fine mapping and disease risk modeling study of the IRF5–TNPO3 locus to identify genetic variants that increase lupus risk. Using frequentist and Bayesian methods, we clearly identified two independent genetic effects: one in the promoter of IRF5 which is present in all ancestries and one that spans the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes which is European, perhaps really Neanderthal in origin. Posterior probabilities identify the variants most likely to drive the association signals. Of these, we identified an allele-specific novel biological function for their potential to explain phenotype, herein as disease phenotypes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and study design

We used a large collection of samples from case–control subjects from multiple ethnic groups. These samples were from the collaborative Large Lupus Association Study 2 (LLAS2) (57) and were contributed by participating institutions in the USS, Asia and Europe. According to genetic ancestry, subjects were grouped into five ethnic groups including European American (EU), AA, Asian and Asian American (AS), NA and HA. All SLE patients met the American College of Rheumatology criteria for the classification of SLE (58).

Genotyping of genetic variants and sample quality control

We genotyped 112 SNPs covering the entire IRF5–TNPO3 region (Supplementary Material, Table S1, 112–129 MB on Chr 7, Build 37), as part of a larger custom genotyping study. The variants were chosen based upon the results of a genome-wide association study of 720 women of European ancestry and 2337 controls in the LLAS2 (11). Specifically, the variants were chosen to span the association interval identified with the Infinium HumanHap330 array. Genotyping of SNPs was completed with Infinium chemistry on an Illumina iSelect custom custom array according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The following quality-control procedures were implemented to identify SNPs for analysis: well-defined clusters for genotype calling, call rate of >90% across all samples genotyped, MAF of >1% (except for the rare variant analysis as described later) and P < 0.05 for differential missingness between cases and controls (the total proportion missing was <5%). Markers with evidence of a departure from Hardy–Weinberg proportion expectation (P < 0.0001 in controls) were removed from the initial analysis.

We removed samples with a call rate of <90% or excess heterozygosity. The remaining individuals were examined for excessive allele sharing as estimated by identity-by-descent (IBD). In sample pairs with excessive relatedness (IBD > 0.4), one individual was removed from the analysis on the basis of the following criteria: (1) remove the sample with the lower call rate, (2) remove the control and retain the case, (3) remove the male sample before the female sample, (4) remove the younger control before the older control and (5) in a situation with two cases, remove the case with the less complete phenotype data available. Discrepancies between self-reported and genetically determined gender were evaluated.

Ascertainment of population stratification

Genetic outliers from each ethnic and/or racial group were removed from further analysis as determined by principal component (PC) analysis and admixture estimates [Fig. 1 of ref. 59 (60) and ref. 61 and 62 (63,64)]. We used 347 ancestral informative markers (AIMs) from the same custom genotyping study that passed quality control in both EIGENSTRAT (64) and ADMIXMAP (59,61) to distinguish the four continental ancestral populations, allowing identification of the substructure within the sample set (62,65). The AIMs were selected to distinguish four continental ancestral populations: Africans, Europeans, American Indians and East Asians. We utilized PCs from EIGENSTRAT outputs to identify outliers of each of the first three PCs for the individual population clusters with visual inspection.

Statistical analysis: workflow

The analysis was initiated by assessing the association of genotyped variants in each of the four ancestral cohorts individually. Strategically, we analyzed the genotyped, then imputed variants, performed full haplotype analysis, executed an analysis of LD and finally built statistical models to account for the lupus-associated variability in each ancestry. In building the two-SNP models of association in each ancestry, we comparatively evaluated every possible combination of two variants for their ability to better account for the lupus-associated genetic variation. A meta-analysis was finally performed to combine the association results across ancestries (see Meta-analysis).

Statistical analysis: frequentist approach

We tested each SNP for association with SLE using logistic regression models that included gender and three admixture proportion estimates as covariates as implemented in PLINK.
Step-wise logistic regression was performed to identify those SNPs independently associated with the development of lupus in PLINK and SNPTEST. For these analyses, the allelic dosage(s) of specific variant(s) are added to the logistic model as covariates in addition to the admixture estimates and gender. Haplotype associations were assessed using logistic regression and incorporating admixture measurements and gender as covariates. For the 24-SNP haplotype spanning the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes, logistic regression was used to determine the residual association of the haplotype after accounting for individual SNPs, such as rs12534421.

Linkage disequilibrium and haplotypes were determined with HAPLOVIEW v.4.2 (68–70). We calculated haplotype blocks for those haplotypes present at >3% frequency using the four gamete rule algorithms with a minimum $r^2$-value of 0.8. Haplo- typic associations were performed in PLINK using both a sliding window approach and by assessing the association of haplotypes defined using logistic regression, as described earlier.

**Statistical analysis: Bayesian approach**

Using SNPTEST, we calculated the BF for each SNP: the probability of the genotype configuration at that SNP in cases and controls under the alternative hypothesis that the SNP is associated with disease status divided by the probability of the genotype configuration at that SNP in cases and controls under the null hypothesis that disease status is independent of genotype at that SNP as previously described (we used the methods developed and introduced in ref. 35). We used three admixture estimates as covariates, as we did for the frequentist approach. Large values of the BF correlate to robust evidence for association, as small $P$-values correlate to strong evidence in a frequentist approach. For well-powered studies, the BFs of relatively rare SNPs independently associated with the development of lupus in PLINK and SNPTEST. For these analyses, the allelic dosage(s) of specific variant(s) are added to the logistic model as covariates in addition to the admixture estimates and gender. Haplotype associations were assessed using logistic regression and incorporating admixture measurements and gender as covariates. For the 24-SNP haplotype spanning the IRF5 and TNPO3 genes, logistic regression was used to determine the residual association of the haplotype after accounting for individual SNPs, such as rs12534421.

**Re-sequencing**

We re-sequenced the IRF5–TNPO3 region as described previously (73). DNA from AA and European American subjects included in the current genotyping experiment was sequenced. To assess the accuracy of sequence-based SNP calling, we cross-referenced the sequenced and genotyped allele calls. We observed ~99% concordance between genotypes and sequence-based variant detection, suggesting high-quality sequence data. We manually inspected the samples with 5% of variants differing between sequencing and genotyping to determine where sequence quality was poor (for example at CGGGG(3-4) see below).

Briefly, 3–5 micrograms of whole genomic DNA from each sample was sheared and prepared for sequencing with an Illumina Paired-End Genomic DNA Sample Prep Kit. Targeted regions of interest from each sample were then enriched with a SureSelect Target Enrichment System utilizing a custom-designed bait pool (Agilent Technologies). Post-sequence data were processed with Pipeline software v.1.7 (Illumina). All samples were sequenced to minimum average fold coverage of 253. Variant detection and quality control were also performed as previously described (73).

CGGGG(3-4) is a known lupus-associated functional insertion in the promoter of IRF5 (21,22,26,39). CGGGG(3-4) repeat is in public databases but is poorly covered in HapMap and 1000 genomes owing to the variable repeat. Our deep sequencing data include CGGGG(3-4), which we concluded was not reliable. We consequently used polymerase chain reaction product size differences to genotype this variant in 654 cases of AA ancestry and 346 EU cases whose data are included in the genotyping reported (bringing the total markers genotyped in the study to 113) and were used to impute the CGGGG(3-4) genotype in the remaining subjects. Specifically, a file set containing only European Americans with and without the CGGGG(3-4) was created, and the CGGGG(3-4) variant was imputed. This process was repeated in AAs. For Asian and HAs, all four ancestries were combined and European American and AA subjects with direct CGGGG(3-4) were used to impute the insertion/deletion. For this imputation, concordance of 500 directly genotyped AA and EU individuals with the imputed CGGGG(3-4) when the variant was masked was found to be 99.2%.

**Imputation to composite 1000 genomes reference panel**

To detect associated variants that were not directly genotyped, we imputed the IRF5–TNPO3 region with IMPUTE2 and using a composite imputation reference panel based on 1000 Genomes Project sequence data freezes from March 2012 (21,67,74). Imputed genotypes were required to meet or exceed a probability threshold of 0.5, and information measure of >0.4 and the same quality-control criteria threshold described for the genotyped markers. In the statistical analyses, the probability threshold from each imputed value was incorporated into the statistical analysis using SNPTEST. We assessed 2015 subjects for the concordance of the imputed SNPs with 400 high-quality variants genotyped on the ImmuChip as from the step-wise regression, the adjusted $P$-values of each ancestry were combined.
part of a separate study. The overall genotype-imputed variant concordance rate was >99%.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay

Pairs of single-stranded 5′ IRDye infrared dye-labeled and unlabeled 27 or 53 base oligonucleotides (obtained from IDT, Inc., Coralville, Iowa, USA) were annealed to generate double-stranded probes. 25–50 fmol of labeled probes were incubated with 8 or 10 μg of nuclear extract prepared from Epstein–Barr virus-transformed B-cell lines, 6 ug poly (dl-dc) and 1 μl salmon sperm provided along with the buffers and protocols supplied with the Odyssey Infrared EMSA kit (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). Competition experiments were performed using 1 μg of anti-ZBTB3 antibody (Novus Biologicals, Cambridge, UK, Cat # NBP1-82079). The binding reactions were analyzed using electrophoresis on 6% TBE polyacrylamide gels and detected by an infrared fluorescent procedure using the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences). ZBTB3 motif:

Risk:

5′ AAGCTGCTATTGCAGTCCTGCAAGAA 3′
5′ TTCTTGACGGCAGTGCAATAGCAGTT 3′

Non-risk:

5′ GGCTCACCCCCAAAAAGCTCTGAGGCCGGTATTAGTAAGAAATGGGGAGGGAAGGG 3′
5′ CCTTCCTCCCCCATTTCTTACTAACACCGGCTCAGAGCTTTTGGGGGTGTGACC 3′

Imputation to custom reference panel

GATK Readbacked algorithm was used to determine variant phase. An imputation reference panel was derived from the sequencing data using the VCFtools analysis suite. IMPUTE2 was used to impute variants captured in the targeted resequencing of the IRF5–TNPO3 region. A second imputation procedure, BEAGLE, was also used to determine variant phase with virtually identical association results. Phased genotypes with a phred-scaled phasing quality score of <10 were not used (indicating a 1 of 10 chances that the genotype was inaccurately phased). The results from the three imputation strategies were combined for a final data set that captures the common variation (MAF > 0.01) in the region.

Local admixture analysis

The local admixture assessments were made with SNPs from the IRF5–TNPO3 locus. LAMP is an algorithm that computes the ancestry structure for overlapping windows of contiguous SNPs and combines the results with a majority vote. The algorithm is based on a window-based processing combined within a hierarchical Hidden Markov Model, which can process 2–5 mixing populations.

For local ancestry estimation, we used the software LAMPANC mode providing allele frequencies for the HGDP West Africans and European ancestral populations. A total of 1460 SNPs were included in the analysis, and configuration parameters were set as follows: mixture proportions (alpha) = 0.25, 0.75; number of generations since admixture (g) = 2; recombination rate (r) = 1 × 10⁻⁸; fraction of overlap between adjacent windows (offset) = 0.2; number of EM iterations = 2000 and r² threshold (ld cut-off) = 0.1 (70).
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